Adopting organisational innovation practices can be seen as an essential method for enterprises to deal with the economic downturn. However, it was not easy to do so...

In January 2012, PATSOFT, the Vietnamese ERP solutions provider, faced a market downturn where its potential clients constantly cut costs instead of increasing investment, especially IT investment. The company was founded in 2005, providing its own ERP solutions for Vietnamese companies, specifically targeting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). It had grown steadily ever since. Bearing in mind that the current situation could lead to the loss its leading position in this market, Mr. Phung Minh Triet, CEO of PATSOFT, had to adopt three short-term strategies to deal with the situation.

The first strategy was reducing operating costs, achieved by reducing personnel costs and implementation project costs. PATSOFT set up a new process for implementing an ERP project. This process concentrated on the coordination between its divisions and its clients. Fundamental training programs were offered for its clients prior to implementing these projects. As a result of these it expected to cut operating costs down and improve organisational efficiency for both PATSOFT and its clients. The second strategy was market expansion, achieved by growing sales with new customers. PATSOFT promoted its products to these customers, having business activities close to the industries such as pharmaceuticals, fisheries and mechanics that it was already focusing on. It aimed to optimise costs for customising these products and to reduce the time for expansion. Flexible selling policies were proposed to customers who needed to apply ERP solutions but who could not afford to purchase a whole system. It offered individual modules in its deep portfolio of ERP solutions and ensured that these modules would be upgraded to a standard ERP system when these customers could afford the investment costs for the whole system. The final strategy was product expansion through providing maintenance services and technical support for its current customers. These services raised the PATSOFT’s revenues.

Implementation of these three strategies helped PATSOFT survive the difficult situation. However, Triet still considered other strategies for mitigating the effects of the economic downturn on its business and to retain PATSOFT’s reputation for sustainable and technological entrepreneurship. From an innovative perspective, he deliberated about a number of plans for maintaining its competitive advantage, enhancing its business performance, and sustaining its development. He also figured out several policies that could be instituted to implement the plans. What would be the new directions and the way ahead for PATSOFT in the next few years?

---
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ERP and the Global Marketplace

Gartner, the world's leading information technology research and advisory company, coined the term Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) in the early 1990s. ERP systems were intended to improve a company’s business performance by integrating such tasks as customer relationship management, employee benefits, warehouse management, and financial reports. Due to their promising benefits, numerous firms throughout the world had made huge investments in ERP systems.

ERP Solutions

According to CIO, the special magazine for chief information officers and other IT leaders, ERP was a software application that allowed enterprises to manage their business processes. ERP solutions attempted to integrate all functions of departments across an enterprise into a single computer system that could serve all those different departments’ particular needs. The software system consisted of integrated applications to manage the business processes, including functions such as product planning, inventory management, procurement, and product lifecycle management.

There were a number of academic studies supporting ERP’s benefits. In 2012, Aversano and Tortorella indicated that enterprises have applied these solutions for supporting their business processes in order to effectively execute the related business activities. There was considerable evidence to prove how ERP solutions could bring benefits to companies including improved visibility, reduced operating costs, and standardized business processes. Furthermore, information system capabilities could have a significant impact on a company’s competitive position, according to recent studies based on the resource-based theory. Thus, despite an uncertain economic climate, a 2012 report by the Garner Group projected that worldwide spending on enterprise application software would increase by 4 percent that year, with ERP being the largest enterprise application software market.

The Global Marketplace

According to the Global Enterprise Resource Planning Software Market 2011-2014 report, the ERP market was forecast to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 7.5 percent between 2011 and 2014. The ability of ERP to integrate all organizational activities was seen as one of the key factors contributing to this market growth. This report also pointed that the demand from small and medium-sized businesses steadily increased. SAP AG, Oracle Corporation, The Sage Group, and Infor Global Solutions were the key vendors that dominated this marketplace. The ERP market size would reach US$45.5 billion in 2011 and to US$50.3 billion by 2015, as projected by the Computer Business Review magazine.

Information Technology in Vietnam

A 2011 report by the Vietnam’s Ministry of Information and Communications indicated that for the last 10 years, the Vietnamese IT sector was developing rapidly. It played an important role in the national economy, both as an economic sector and as a driver of vital information infrastructure; it was a crucial force in the socio-economic development of the country. In 2010, the Vietnamese Government introduced a set of major IT initiatives to transform Vietnam into an advanced Information and Communication Technology (ICT) country in the next few years. These strategies reflected the political determination of the Government to advocate IT. Through these initiatives, the Vietnamese Government provided favourable conditions and incentives to promote the development of the IT sector.

The Industry

Vietnam’s IT industry developed in several diverse sub-fields, including the software industry, hardware industry, digital content industry and IT services. According to Viet Nam Information and Communications...
tion Technology – White Book 2011, the IT industry was an important economic sector, with an annual growth rate higher than any other areas. The overall IT industry average revenue growth in the period 2001-2009 was estimated 20-25 percent per year. By the end of 2010, the revenue of the software industry and digital content industry reached US$2 billion, while the hardware industry revenue reached US$5.6 billion. Among the IT industry in the period 2006-2010, software development and services achieved significant growth in both revenue and market share, becoming one of the most promising economic sectors in the country. The digital content industry and IT services, in particular, were expected to boom in coming years.

The ERP Market

In the early 2000s, ERP solutions were introduced into the Vietnamese business environment. Vietnamese companies were increasingly looking for ways to make their operations more efficient and effective. Many of those considered using an ERP implementation to drive organisational change. A 2007 market report by PC World Vietnam noted that Vietnam’s ERP market was still relatively small, but it was a growing market that had changed dramatically over the previous five years. There was vigorous competition among foreign and Vietnamese ERP providers. Since 2000, some high-end ERP providers such as Oracle and SAP entered in the Vietnamese market, a market that was dominated by foreign solutions rather than local ones, according to this report. During the period of 2004-2007, Oracle was seen as a leading ERP provider in the Vietnamese market (see Exhibit 1).

Generally, Vietnamese enterprises including SMEs, believed ERP solutions helped them to improve their business process and performance. Large corporations having subsidiaries or listed companies, in particular, employed ERP solutions to manage and mobilize the resources of their business. These solutions facilitated transparency, allowing comprehensive management of corporate resources and solving business problems in real-time. Those in the fields of pharmaceuticals, real estate, banking, retail, and consumer goods production continued to pursue the implementation of ERP because of these benefits, as indicated by a 2011 market news report by Saigontimes, a special economic magazine. Hence, there were two main ERP market segmentations in Vietnam that focused on ERP solutions for enterprises having medium or large size and others having medium or small size. The average cost for implementation of an ERP project in Vietnam was between $US 100,000 and $US 1,000,000 for projects that applied foreign ERP solutions such as Oracle or SAP, whereas most Vietnamese ERP solutions cost under $US 100,000 (see Exhibit 2).

PATSOFT

PATSOFT was founded in October 2005 when the Vietnamese market was still new to ERP applications. With the motivation of the entrepreneurial dream, after working 4 years as a software consultant at the largest ICT Corporation in Vietnam, Phung Minh Triet and his friends decided to start the new venture providing their own ERP solutions. From an entrepreneurship perspective, it could be clearly seen that Triet and his friends recognised a market demand for ERP applications as an opportunity for them to start their new venture.

The Founder

Triet graduated from Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology, recognised as a centre of excellence in Vietnam, majoring in computer science in 2001. Similar to his peers, Triet found that knowledge learnt at the university could not be applied directly in the workplace due to lack of technical skills and real-life experiences. There was a gap between conceptual knowledge provided in tertiary education and skills required by the workplace. In order to narrow this gap, Triet had to learn and adapt by himself. However, he admitted that even though the knowledge learnt from university could not be used straight away, it
nevertheless played an important role as a solid foundation for studying a range of other skills as well as acquiring further ICT related knowledge. Communication skills, team-work skills and critical thinking skills were learnt throughout his working period.

Directly after his graduation, Triet was employed by the leading ICT Corporation in Vietnam. He adapted quickly to the workplace requirements through self-studying. From 2001 and 2004, he developed and implemented a number of management application projects for government agencies and enterprises in various roles including team leader and project manager. During this time, he learnt to implement well known ERP systems such as SAP and Oracle solutions. In 2005, at the age of 27, Triet left his position to start his new venture.

The Company

Based on his working experience, Triet found that there was a high demand for ERP solutions in SMEs in Vietnam but that many organisations could not afford foreign ERP solutions, such as Oracle or SAP. Having an entrepreneurial orientation, Triet recognised that this need represented the potential opportunity for his new venture.

According to the Vietnamese Government Decree 56/2009/ND-CP, dated 30 June 2009, SMEs were enterprises having annual labour not exceeding 300 people. On the other hand, large scale enterprises were those having annual labour of at least 300 people. SMEs were divided into 3 sub-groups: (1) Micro enterprises: Engaging up to 9 employees, (2) Small enterprises: Engaging up to 199 employees and (3) Medium size enterprises: Engaging up to 299 employees. A 2012 business news report from the Vietnam Government Web Portal reported that by early 2011, SMEs accounted for 98 percent of enterprises in Vietnam and the SMEs contributed up to 40 percent of GDP and employed 50 percent of the labour force.

Triet and his entrepreneurial team had more than 10 years working experience in developing and implementing a number of applications that helped managing an enterprise’s resources. At that time, all of them were employed by leading ICT corporations in Vietnam. According to PATSOFT’s website, in 2003 they implemented their first two ERP projects, Solomon and Microsoft solutions with complete modules for two companies: Bibica, a tea and confectionary company, and Savimex, a furniture, interior design, and packing company. These were the very early ERP development projects in Vietnam. Using extensive experience from implementing these projects, they continued to develop subsequent ERP projects.

On 13 October 2005, the group started their own venture with their Vietnamese version of an ERP application, B4U, catering to the manufacturing industry, pharmaceutical industry, and fisheries. This venture was driven by Triet and his entrepreneurial team. They spent 2004 developing this application: “From 7PM to 12AM, after we finished our work, we had to spend time developing our own ERP application. In order to obtain financial resources to nurture our venture during this period, we still worked for our employers,” said Triet.

Since 2006, PATSOFT continued developing its products as well as its services. It focused on ERP solutions for SMEs because SMEs accounted for more than 95 percent of the total enterprises in Vietnam. Its aim was to exploit the market by selling its products for around SUS 50,000. As a consequence of its efforts, PATSOFT became one of the leading Vietnamese ERP solutions providers (see Exhibit 3). Its products were implemented in more than 30 enterprises. Most of them were manufacturing enterprises in the pharmaceutical, fishery, and manufacturing industries (see Exhibit 4).
PATSOFT: Core Products and Competitive Advantage

In theory, competitive strategy involves building a company’s competitive advantage. Porter (1988) pointed out that when a company achieves a specific competitive advantage, it outperforms its competitors. PATSOFT developed its core products with building competitive advantage in mind, thereby establishing a key set of core competencies that enhanced its ability to stay ahead of current or potential competitors.

Core Products

PATSOFT developed its own ERP solutions, namely, B4U, based on Microsoft technology, particularly Microsoft Dot Net 2010 for application development and SQL Server 2008 for data management. B4U provided several functions for managing enterprise operations, similar to those offered by standard ERP applications such as Oracle or SAP. It was designed to cater to a range of customer needs, including enterprise performance management, human capital management, financial management, merchandise operations management, warehouse management, quality management, procurement, and product lifecycle management.

Initially, PATSOFT developed B4U for the two major manufacturing operations: process manufacturing and discrete manufacturing. After that, B4U tailored its functions particularly to suit specific industries that had process manufacturing (pharmaceuticals, fisheries, and food processing) and discrete manufacturing (mechanics and steels). These approaches were employed to develop its products, helping PATSOFT to expand its market into other industries having manufacturing operation such as cosmetics, fertilisers, cements, electronics, electrical appliances, and plastics. Therefore, B4U addressed complex business processes relevant to a wide range of issues in these industries.

In the process manufacturing industry, PATSOFT focused on ERP solutions for managing complex internal processes, providing a high level of control. B4U was also tailored to the particular needs of each industry. For the pharmaceutical industry, B4U included features to facilitate the calculation of requirement materials for production by using historical production data, sales forecasting, and planning expertise (see Exhibit 5). Since pharmaceutical products needed to comply with strict standards of quality, special attention was paid to the software’s modular quality management functionality, used to manage quality product activities and materials. This module also provided a finished product tracking system to manage the stability and quality of these products after the manufacturing process.

Similar to pharmaceutical producers, fishery enterprises also paid specific attention to control material requirement planning and quality management. B4U was therefore designed to tackle these issues. B4U provided additional special functions to manage fishery production processes for fish breeding farms (breeding management and costs), as well as estimation and allocation costs for products and payroll for different production stages. In contrast, for the discrete manufacturing industry, PATSOFT focused on tracking assembly and the cost of finished products. The software was developed for managing processes relevant to the product of these industries such as machinery and steels.

PATSOFT also developed enterprise management applications, designed for accounting and human resource operations. In a long-term development, PATSOFT was interested in focusing on ERP solutions for fishery enterprises because Triet believed that Vietnam’s extensive coastal geography favoured development of these enterprises. They were considered PATSOFT’s potential clients.
The Competitive Advantage

Since its establishment, PATSOFT pursued its strategic goals of reaching out to the ERP market segment for SMEs, thereby filling a gap where foreign ERP solutions could not adapt to local Vietnamese conditions. Three following factors specially contributed to its competitive advantage.

Firstly, B4U was recognized for delivering a set of core products that could compete with other ERP providers in this market segment. B4U provides most functions supported by a standard ERP system (see Exhibit 6). B4U was tailored for enterprises having process manufacturing or discrete manufacturing with a particular focus on specific industries such as pharmaceuticals, fisheries, mechanics, and food processing. As a result of this focus, B4U was more easily customized for these industries in the Vietnamese market. B4U was particularly successful in supporting report functions for financial and accounting operations that were adapted to the Vietnamese accounting system.

Secondly, the niche market was recognized and seized: applying ERP solutions for SMEs. These customers could not afford ERP solutions provided by Oracle or SAP, whose solutions were aimed at medium and large enterprises. At the same time, other enterprise managing applications only focused on accounting or human resource activities meaning that there was a lack of integrated software applications for SMEs. In fact, when the company was founded in 2005, ERP solutions for SMEs was an unexplored market by 2005. PATSOFT had recognised the gap in ERP solutions markets and seized the opportunity.

Finally, PATSOFT had an entrepreneurial team who were ERP experts. Its entrepreneurial team had extensive experience in the implementation of a number of ERP projects prior to PATSOFT’s launching. Therefore, the team held the expertise necessary to develop high quality software and provide effective project management. In conclusion, these three resources of competitive advantage served to differentiate PATSOFT from its competitors.

PATSOFT: Dealing with the Economic Downturn

In 2007, a financial crisis in the United States spread to Europe and led to a downturn across the world lasting from 2007 to 2009. A 2012 study by Mason, Cho, and Obstfeld stated that no countries are immune to the sequence of economic shocks that accompanies a sharp collapse in international trade. There was no exception in the case of Vietnam. The economic downhill (GDP growth slowdown) and big difficulties (the number of bankrupt businesses) remained evident in the Vietnamese economic situation as late as 2012, according to Vietnamnet.

From an innovative perspective, management scholars refer to “organisational innovation” as the creation or adoption of an idea or behaviour new to the organization. “Innovation” was regarded as a critical source of competitive advantage for organisations. A 2010 framework of organisational innovation by Crossan and Apaydin described the dimensions of innovation as they related to both process and outcome. According to their framework, “innovation as a process” involves the question of how the innovation process started and developed. “Innovation as an outcome” examines the results of the innovation (see Exhibit 7). In facing the downturn, PATSOFT tried to adopt organisational innovation practices by implementing the three short-term strategies in addition to its broader, long-term strategies.

The Effects of the Economic Downturn on PATSOFT’s Business

A 2011 report by the World Bank indicated that the financial crisis and global economic slowdown had a major impact on the Vietnamese economy. Enterprises were faced with difficult choices such as restructuring, increasing prices, reducing investment costs, or narrowing the scope of the production. As a consequence of this, the local ERP market had been falling since 2009, according to 2010 market news by PC
World Vietnam. Similar to other ERP providers, PATSOFT faced this market downturn as its potential clients were cutting costs, especially for IT investment.

Due to the difficult economic situation, since 2011 ERP providers including foreign and local solution providers had begun to expand their target market - originally medium and large enterprises - into other segments, specifically the SMEs that were PATSOFT’s core customers. ERP solution providers that targeted SMEs prospered, as reported by the Saigontimes. As a result, PATSOFT began to experience serious competition in its favored market segment. These new competitors employed low price strategies to compete. PATSOFT recognised that ignoring this situation could lead to losing its lead position in this target market. Triet said, “We could not lose this position; we could also not increase our prices when they are going to decrease their prices”.

The Solutions to Survive the Economic Crisis

To deal with this situation, PATSOFT rapidly implemented three short-term strategies. Similar to other organisations, PATSOFT tried to cut operating costs. Several methods were employed such as reducing personnel costs and implementation project costs. As part of this effort, PATSOFT set up a new process to implement ERP projects. This process focused on the coordination of its divisions and its clients during the period of project implementation (see Exhibit 8). For example, PATSOFT offered training programs for clients before it implemented ERP projects for them. These training programs provided background information in relation to ERP solutions for its clients. As a result, they would know how to manage their requirements and provide feedback when they worked with PATSOFT’s implementation team. In doing so, the gap between its ERP solutions and its requirements from clients could be reduced. This led to a reduction in the time required for project implementation, decreasing operating costs. PATSOFT’s new implementation method improved organisational efficiency for both it and its clients.

A second strategy, market expansion by growing sales with new customers, was also implemented. PATSOFT tried to identify new clients who had production activities which that were similar to the industries that it already supported. For these new customers, PATSOFT’s costs of tailoring its products were reduced. It had particular success in identifying new clients in the food processing industry. Furthermore, PATSOFT had flexible selling policies for customers who needed to apply ERP solutions but who could not afford to purchase a whole system. It provided some applications from its deep portfolio of ERP solutions to these customers and ensured that these applications would be upgraded to a standard ERP system when the customer could afford the investment costs for the complete system. Its modular financial management application was an example providing enterprises with a choice that included the ability to upgrade.

Finally, PATSOFT expanded its products by providing services for its current customers. Its maintenance services and technical support were offered to these customers in order to maintain their investments. Although PATSOFT could not repeatedly sell its core products to them, it still earned significant revenues from these services.

Triet said, “The three above strategies have just been short-term strategies but they have helped PATSOFT survive the current difficult situation”. For the long-term development, PATSOFT still pursued its strategic goals. These were to lead the ERP market for SMEs by utilising lower cost and differentiation strategies. He believed that difficult economic situations could lead to enterprises taking steps to improve their operating and production costs enhance their efficiency. Chiara and Vincenzo (2008) asserted that information system integration was a technological driver of the sustainability of competitive advantage. ERP applications would be an integral part of the solution for many organizations seeking such integration.
New Directions

The three strategies described above helped PATSOFT temporarily maintain its business; however, in dealing with the economic downturn, as the CEO of PATSOFT, Triet also considered introducing other means for maintaining its position in the target market and enhancing its business performance for sustainable development.

For Maintaining PATSOFT’s Competitive Advantage

Triet recognised that there were a number of approaches that he could take to sustain PATSOFT’s competitive advantage. Expanding product lines for other industries was considered. Of particular interest were plastic products, electronics, and home appliances. In doing so, there were several issues for his consideration, such as expansion costs and market size.

PATSOFT’s own ERP experts had always been a source of competitive advantage. Triet bore this in mind as he faced the challenges of recruiting and maintaining the skills of existing personnel. It was not easy to employ and retain excellent IT professionals as a small firm. Its HR policies needed to be improved to deal with these issues. He considered introducing an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) in order to allow PATSOFT’s key personnel to obtain its stocks through a profit sharing plan.

It would not be easy to implement ESOP due to several issues: the inherent complexity of such plans and their high implementation cost. Therefore, he needed to clearly discuss this with other PATSOFT’s founders to convince them to allow him to do so. However, he admitted that it was not an easy task for him. He deliberated on the pros and cons of this possibility.

For Enhancing PATSOFT’s Business Performance

Considering the vital role that innovation played in business performance, as indicated earlier, Triet found that there were a number of approaches he could try to encourage organisational innovation practices. He had already been successful in forming a new process to implement an ERP project. From this early success, he believed that its business performance would be further improved if new appropriate business processes or models could be formed. He wondered what these business processes or model should be.

Possible directions for PATSOFT’s R&D activities to enhance its products were also weighed. Triet planned to apply the latest technologies, such as cloud computing, to its products. ERP applications for tablets or smart-phones were considered for development. He needed to decide how to allocate its resources across these R&D activities. PATSOFT also needed to promote policies to encourage its employees to be creative and innovative. Triet felt the company’s leaders needed to play an important role in promoting innovation. How could they be encouraged to do so?

Given its limited financial and human resources, PATSOFT would not be able to allocate major funding to R&D activities for the next few years. Triet considered focusing on administrative reform plans and implementing new processes for its projects. This could establish an appropriate business model for PATSOFT that could serve it during the years that followed. He thought about which business model would be best suited to enhancing PATSOFT’s business performance. From organisational innovation perspective, forming a new business process or a new business model could be seen as an outcome of organisational innovation practices.

For Sustaining PATSOFT’s Development

The Vietnamese ERP market was dominated by foreign solutions; however, foreign providers faced issues of customization to meet the requirements of local Vietnamese. Based on its competitive strength,
PATSOFT received some offers from foreign providers to support the whole Vietnamese ERP market instead of only focusing on the SMEs segment. These offers included forming a business alliance or a joint venture to tackle these issues and enhance its competitiveness. Triet considered these offers but was concerned about how to control the business if he formed a business alliance or a joint venture because PATSOFT was weaker than foreign ERP providers in terms of financial and human resources.

Triet also recognised that there was still a great opportunity for PATSOFT’s continued development. The Vietnamese IT industry had become the country’s most promising economic sector. As a Vietnamese ERP solutions provider, therefore, he considered how he might seize and then exploit the market opportunity for the company’s sustainable development.

For him, the time was ripe for PATSOFT to form a business alliance or a joint venture with foreign investors. He admitted that PATSOFT lacked sufficient capital and human resources to fully exploit this market opportunity. Therefore, he thought about how to develop cooperation with potential partners, leveraging their competitive advantage in ways that would increase PATSOFT’s competitiveness. How to create a win-win situation became a big concern that he kept in his mind.

**A Way Ahead**

According to the recent *World Economic Outlook* report from the International Monetary Fund, global growth was projected to increase during 2013. In particular, growth in emerging market and developing economies was forecast to reach 5.5 percent in 2013. The Vietnamese economy was also expected to improve steadily. However, economic experts from the World Bank warned of risks in the country’s economy in 2013, including high inflation and low foreign currency reserves compared to other countries in the Southeast Asian region. “Vietnam will try to address economic challenges in 2013 as inflation risks persist, bad loans weigh on banks and rising inventories hurt businesses,” Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung had said.

The economic difficulties and policies to reduce public expenditure could potentially make the ERP solution market fall. Despite the current major difficulties, enterprises still followed their ERP plans because they well understood that these were solutions that could help them improve their business efficiency. And untapped opportunities in the ERP market segment for SMEs remained.

However, after considering the possible new directions available to PATSOFT just described, Triet was optimistic. His next step would be to bring them PATSOFT’s founders, who would further consider how best to continue the company’s already enviable track record of sustainable growth and technological entrepreneurship.
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Exhibit 1: Viet Nam’s ERP Share Market in 2007

Source: PC World (Hien, 2007)
Exhibit 2: The Average Cost for Implementation an ERP Project in Vietnam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERP Solutions</th>
<th>Average cost (SUS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>400,000 – 1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>100,000 – 500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scala</td>
<td>7,000 – 200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>50,000 – 100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pythis</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFECT</td>
<td>8,000 – 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietsoft</td>
<td>6,000 – 40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIAMI</td>
<td>2,000 – 30,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PC World (Hien, 2007)
Exhibit 3: PATSOFT’s website

Introduction (http://www.patsoft.com.vn/about/1.aspx)

The PATSOFT board of directors has more than 12 years working experience in developing and implementing a number of applications that help managing enterprises’ resources. Since 2000, we had a chance of learning and implementing ERP applications that have been developed by foreign and Vietnamese software companies.

In 2003, we implemented the first two ERP projects, Solomon and Microsoft solutions with complete modules for Bibica, Savimex and other ERP projects later.

Founded officially on 13/10/2005, PATSOFT has focused on development of its own ERP solutions, namely, B4U. The functions in B4U have been tailored particularly to suit specific industries such as pharmaceuticals, fisheries and mechanics. B4U is regarded as the largest Vietnamese ERP solutions application.

On 13/10/2008, PATSOFT successfully developed and launched S4U, an ERP solutions application for distribution. Up to now, we implemented this application for more than 10 retailing enterprises.
After 7 years of establishment, PATSOFT has become one of the leading ERP solutions companies in Vietnam, particularly ERP solutions for produce enterprises.


B4U has provided several functions for managing enterprise operations, which are similar to standard ERP applications such as Oracle or SAP. It was designed to cater for a range of customer needs, including enterprise performance management, human capital management, financial management, merchandise operations management, warehouse management, quality management, procurement and product lifecycle management.

B4U is built on Microsoft Technology. It is an integrated solution and this technology provides significant benefits such as centralised data and high security.

B4U has good user facilities such as a multilingual in interface and data. Data formats, such as dates and numbers, can be selected for each user.

B4U can help companies to monitor regulations in manufacturing and business operation according to ISO’s standards.
## Exhibit 4: PATSOFT’s Customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company name</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Implementation year</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Source: PATSOFT (2012)*
Exhibit 5: B4U’s Showing manufacturing, planning and control screens

Production plan screen
To input the amount of products that have to be produced per month based on sales plans from Sales Department.

Master Production Scheduling Screen
Based on production plans and capacities of factories, this function estimates the required machines and shifts per day to achieve these plans. As shown on the screen, red colour bars indicate that these plans could be overdue.
Materials Requirement Planning Screen

Based on production plans and a production formula for each, this function estimates required materials for these productions. It also considers inventory, safety stock and on-going purchase orders to accurately enhance its estimation.

Source: PATSOFT (2012)
Exhibit 6: B4U’s ERP Solutions

Source: PATSOFT (2012)
Exhibit 7: A Framework of Organisational Innovation

Source: Crossnan and Apaydin (2010)

As can be seen from the framework, there is a link between leadership, innovation as a process and innovation as an outcome. For managerial implications, business practices can support innovation. Therefore, organisational innovation can be achieved by these business practices to enhance organisations’ business performance and their competitive advantage.
Exhibit 8: PATSOFT’s Process to Implement an ERP Project

Source: PATSOFT (2012)